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les oAkes, president
As usual another year has come and gone

high level of service that the office and

in a heartbeat. I am always amazed at

staff provide to our members would not

how quickly the weeks and months seem

be in jeopardy. Moving into 2016, in-

to come and go. Yet when you look back

creasing membership will continue to be

on the year and see all the great things

the highest priority of the AEF.

that have happened and all the great

referral program

people who have touched your life, I
am always amazed at how much gets

One of the successful programs that the

accomplished.

AEF continued to promote was the
membership referral program. To help

I am proud to report that the AEF had a

compensate you for encouraging others

productive year in 2015 and most if not

to join, we offer the membership referral

all of the goals that the staff and the

program whereby you receive referral

board of directors set for the year were

credits ($5) for the following year for

accomplished and in some cases were
exceeded.

each new member that joins because of

Les Oakes, AEF president

you. This program has been embraced
and has expanded for the upcoming year

Membership

to allow all categories of members, if they refer enough new members, to have a free membership.

Membership growth continues to be a major focus of the AEF
and there are a number of reasons that the staff and board have

wild rose trail ride

had growth of the membership as a major focal point. We are
committed to continue to focus on growth and as the AEF

The AEF held its fourth annual trail ride, west of Bowden at Red

membership has come to expect a high degree of service from the

Lodge Guest Ranch. This successful event attracted riders from all

staff, the AEF needs to ensure a secure funding base to continue

over southern Alberta and resulted once again in the AEF being

to offer programs and services at the same or higher level than in

able to donate, between entry fees and additional sponsorships,

previous years. A few years ago, the board of directors was

over $1,000 each to three AEF club member therapeutic riding

concerned that government funding and casino funding was

groups.

declining on an annual basis and it still is. The solution to be able to
continue to provide the programs and services that the AEF has

funding support

provided to its members is to make the AEF become self-sufficient
and to do this we have to grow. I am pleased to report that over

The AEF expanded its scholarship grants and funds contributed to

the past three years the revenue base of the AEF has grown to the

help improve backcountry riding trails. One new scholarship was

level that if government and casino funding continues to decline,

added for students attending an Animal Health Technology

the AEF board of directors feels confident in the fact that programs

program. In conjunction with local area clubs such as Alberta

would not need to be cut. You will note from the financial

Trail Riders Association and Calgary Regional Trail Riding

statements that an emergency contingency fund is now in place.

Association, the AEF helped out on projects such as the Panther

This was one of the major goals set, and accomplished in 2015. The

and the West Bragg Creek Trail.
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When an equine-related call comes in, AFAC contacts the AEF. A

Collaborative industry Meeting

board member or member in the area is recruited to look at the
The AEF was very proud to host its first collaborative industry

situation and investigate from outside the farm gate to see if

meeting that included representation and presentations from

further action is required. In very many cases, members of the

Alberta Agriculture & Forestry, Alberta Farm Animal Care (AFAC),

public assume a case of neglect if they don’t see feed or water.

Alberta SPCA, Alberta Veterinary Medical Association, Canadian
Quarter Horse Association, Canadian Thoroughbred Horse Society,

The ideal situation is that AFAC or the AEF contact the owner and

Equine Canada, Horse Racing Alberta, Horse Industry Association

then works with the individual to improve care rather than having

of Alberta, Livestock Identification Services and Horse Welfare

to call in the authorities.

Alliance of Canada. With lively discussions that are typical of the

Accountability

horse world, the topics ranged from emergency planning in
Alberta, the role of the RCMP in livestock issues, to asking how

The same as all years, each director on the board strives to be

Equine Canada (EC) can better work with Alberta.

accountable to the membership. Members need to let staff
and the board know where you want the organization to go. Don’t

I believe that this was the first time that this very diverse group of

be afraid to email, phone or write and let the board know what you

people had ever met to see how they could all work together to

require or what you want from your board. We work for you, our

discuss issues that dealt with the betterment of those that own,

members, and with that in mind we will continue to work toward

breed, race and care for their horses.

showing increased value as the AEF grows. Once again, I am very

As a group, we are looking at other annual meetings to discuss

optimistic about 2016 as I look out onto the Alberta landscape and

industry issues and ongoing concerns. As a result of the 2013

the role that the AEF is playing in the province of Alberta.

flood, the AEF, with our industry partners, will develop a general

To those who are continuing on as a board member in 2015, I

emergency preparedness plan for the benefit of all horse owners.

appreciate your time and effort. To those who are leaving us,
I would like to thank you for all of your hard work and dedication

board service

to the AEF during your time on the board. From myself and the
As the president, I would like to thank the 2015 board of directors

staff, we wish you all the best in your next endeavors.

for all of the effort and time that they willingly gave to promote the
AEF during the past year. Volunteer positions are extremely hard

As we said goodbye to 2015 and welcomed in a new year, on be-

to fill and yet these individuals take time away from their

half of the Board, I would like to thank the executive director and

families, their jobs and their horses to attend meetings, be on

the staff for their passion and their continued commitment to the

conference calls, and put in long hours working casinos and other

needs of the membership and the great help and wonderful

fundraisers to help grow the AEF.

resources that they provide to the board.

One of the many services that board members undertake is with
AFAC and a personal involvement with the Alert Line. While AFAC’s
mandate is for all livestock, horses are an important and visible
component that fits in with the AEF mandate to improve education
for all horse owners. The Alert Line acts as a starting point for the
public to call confidentially if they feel an animal might be in distress. Last year, 60% of the phone calls received were horse related.
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soniA dAntu, exeCutive direCtor
In 2015, the AEF continued and undertook a

what the AEF oﬀers in sport, education, in-

number of successful programs that served

dustry and recreational services. These num-

not only the membership, but also all horse

bers have established the AEF as the largest

owners in Alberta.

and most eﬀective equine association in Alberta and allows the AEF to speak to peer or-

The new website was launched, making

ganizations. Both staﬀ and the board are

it easier for navigating and accessing

working towards goals determined by the

information. The new website has addressed

strategic plan, with membership growth and

technical issues and has made it easier for

retention as the number one objective. It’s a

Albertans and others to find out what the AEF

pleasure to report that it’s working. The
numbers keep going up and the AEF hit the

does, become a member and take part in

highest number of members ever, in 2015.

events and activities. With the new look,
Sonia Dantu, executive director

branding is proving beneficial in attracting
One of the ways that membership growth

more visits and promoting what the AEF

has worked is the increase in incentives and

does. In addition, the AEF has been using

added benefits without increasing membership fees. The AEF is

social media to connect and contact people, with excellent growth

also working hard to keep its fees fixed and takes full accountability

and increasing numbers using Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.

for every dollar spent of each membership.

The AEF has also worked on developing a strong outreach program

Nationally, Alberta participated in the Canadian Interprovincial

to horse owners in the province with three regional presentations

Equestrian Championships (CIEC) at Wesley Clover Parks, Ottawa,

across the province last year.

Ontario, September 25-27. The CIEC is an important event for
Albertan equestrians to gain experience and exposure at the

One of the most important changes that happened in 2014

national level. Competition with other Canadians is an important

but started to show a profound positive eﬀect in 2015 was the

part in the development of sport and athletes who may wish to

amendment to the AEF’s bylaws and the resulting restructuring,

compete at international levels. Team Reining received a silver

which made a critical and decisive adjustment to how the board

medal for their second place standing. Individuals in reining also

operates (a policy rather than a working board). The board now

excelled, with riders finishing first, second and top ten in a number

functions with a manageable number of directors and has a

of events. In both Jumping and Dressage, team members achieved

suitable succession planning in eﬀect. Rather than a wholesale

top ten placings.

board changing annually, three year staggered terms allows for
eﬀective director mentorship. In order to serve each sector better,

An important internal funding requirement by the Alberta

diﬀerent board members chair certain committees, with AEF

government that aﬀects the AEF has been to align all AEF programs

members being recruited to fill important positions on these

to the LTAD. This helps to ensure that the AEF receives funding from

committees, which create a positive environment to assess

the Alberta government. The AEF plan will be completed early

membership needs and help the AEF achieve its goals.

in 2016.

For the past few years, it’s been a goal for the AEF to increase

Recreation is a vital part of Alberta’s equestrian experience and part

membership numbers. Increasing numbers mean recognition of

of AEF's recreation sector is the Trail Supporter Fund (TSP). The
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fund was established to provide support for AEF member clubs

encourage more rider level testing through the English and

who have researched and planned a specific project related to the

Western Learn to Ride Programs. These programs are aligned with

construction and/or maintenance of an equestrian trail, trailhead,

the Long Term Equestrian Development (LTED) framework, and

or horse camping site in Alberta for public use. Over the past few

assist in developing well rounded, educated, and appropriately

years, the fund has totaled more than $25,000, allocated by the

developed riders within equestrian sport. In addition, this program

AEF board of directors, and increased annually by individual and

oﬀers milestones for riders/athletes and also oﬀers a way for

corporate contributions. The Upper Panther Valley wagon trail

coaches and parents to see athletic progress. The program includes

restoration project was allocated $19,000.

one $1,000 financial incentive for a facility/stable and one $500
financial incentive for current certified instructors/coaches per year.

Other funding sources for the Panther project included a National
Trails Coalition (NTC) matching grant of $10,000, The Alberta Trail

The AEF continues to assist equestrians throughout the province.

Riding Association, Backcountry Trails Flood Rehabilitation

This year, staﬀ worked hard to create a new stable/facility initiative,

Program, Friends of the Eastern Slopes and numerous donations

due to high demand from the membership; it was launched Jan 1,

from local supporters including in-kind donations. Many volunteer

2016. In addition, the Guide for New Riders is almost complete and

hours were logged, resulting in 2.3 km of single-track and 9.2 km of

will be made available for free.

wagon trail repairs and improvements.
Thank you to the membership for your continued support, the AEF

Funding was also provided through donations to the AEF to

would not exist without you. Thank you to the very supportive

help with the continuation of providing scholarships to worthy

board of directors and President, Les Oakes for his positive leader-

members pursuing educational opportunities. A new industry

ship that encourages and allows the staﬀ the opportunity to do the

scholarship was added to assist students in Animal Health and

best job possible. Thank you to the dedicated staﬀ in the oﬃce

Technology programs through the donation and matching support

that all truly work extremely hard for the membership. Embarking

of Bill desBarres.

on my 9th year with the AEF, I have seen dramatic positive change
in the organization over the years and I’m extremely proud to be a

For AEF equestrians, the Ride and Drive program has been
attracting greater numbers every year; 2015 reported the highest

part of such a strong and vibrant organization dedicated to our AEF

number riders and drivers achieving their milestones.

members and their equine friends.

The AEF coaching programs have also had the highest numbers
of instructor/coach certifications in the past four years. The AEF also
developed the first-ever in Canada, online participation in a
coaching event of EC/NCCP programs.

To encourage more rider level testing, a new incentive program,
Pump Up Your Levels, was developed by the AEF for the English
and Western Learn to Ride Programs.

This incentive program is for EC certified instructors/coaches
and facilities/stables that use EC certified instructors/coaches to
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serving the MeMbership
2015 board of directors

2015 standing Committees and Chairpersons

Les Oakes, President

Executive – Les Oakes

Lew Hand, President Elect

Board Development – Lauren Parker

Tara Gamble, Past President

Nominations – Dena Squarebriggs

Lauren Parker, Secretary

Finance – Barb Easthom

Barb Easthom, Treasurer

Governance & Personnel – Tara Gamble

Nicolas Brown, Individual

Public Relations & Fundraising – Dena Squarebriggs

Jessi Chrapko, Individual

Sport – Trish Mrakawa

Alison Douglas, Individual

Recreation – Jay Mills

Darcee Gundlock, Individual

Breeds & Industry – Nicolas Brown

Jay Mills, Individual

Program Review & Development – Lauren Parker

Trish Mrakawa, Individual

Scholarship – Monika Smith

Don Scott, Individual

2015 Ad hoc Committees

Robert Simpson, Individual
Dena Squarebriggs, Individual

Alberta Bits, Publication Committee

Non Voting:

Wild Rose Trail Ride

Sonia Dantu, Executive Director
Canadian Interprovincial Equestrian Companionship
Monika Smith, Recording Secretary

2015 staﬀ
Sonia Dantu, Executive Director
Norma Cnudde, Membership Coordinator
Erin Lundteigen, Coaching Coordinator
Sophie Beaufils, Competitions Coordinator
Ashley Miller, Marketing and Communications Coordinator
Rita Bernard, Finance and Support
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the Aef supports and works with many associations.

the annual wild rose trail ride is a fun day for members. the Aef uses this event as a fundraiser for therapeutic riding associations.
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vision And Mission

Vision
The voice of equine Alberta.
The premier source for education, information and support for the entire equine community.

Mission
To assist in creating a positive environment for the enjoyment of equines. Through leadership
and a proactive approach we promote, facilitate, and coordinate equestrian related activities in Alberta.
QuiCk fACts
2013

2014

2015

Individual members - junior

4,816

4,927

4,537

Individual members - senior

11,141

11,606

13,001

110

113

121

74

67

65

150

228

234

48

60

75

147

196

226

Provincially approved officials

37

36

4

Wild Rose competitions

46

47

38

Educational and coach training sessions

35

13

11

7

4

5

134

339

373

Club members
Business members
Ride and Drive registrants
Live Outside the Box participants
Trail supporters

Scholarships granted
Certified coaches
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participants made presentations and oﬀered lively
discussions on many topics.

the Aef hosted their ﬁrst-ever industry collaborative meeting.
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developMent of AlbertA eQuestriAns
of a judge’s responsibilities, protocols while judging, how to judge

Canadian interprovincial equestrian Championships

an equitation division, and concluded with live demonstration
The AEF supported Team Alberta at the 2015 Canadian

rides of “what the judge is looking for.”

Interprovincial Equestrian Championships (CIEC), September 25-27,

online Coaching

Wesley Clover Parks, Ottawa, Ontario. Dressage, Jumping and
Reining teams took part in the event.

In Western Coaching, the AEF hosted a first-ever in Canada, an
online coaching session. On February 21, 2015 the Western

In dressage and jumping, Becky Farrel and Jada Wagner had top

Provincial Coaching Update was held. This was a groundbreaking

ten placings. In Reining, the team placed second overall with a

achievement for the AEF because it was the first time in Canada

team silver medal. Maxine Whiteside won a first place ribbon, Sarah

that online participation was permitted for any coaching event

Hibberd, second and fourth place ribbons and Alexandra Hibberd

of the EC/NCCP programs. Coaches from B.C. to Ontario dialed in

and Krystal Hansen received top 10 ribbons. Capri Insurance, Jump

online to join the in-person participants. The AEF worked with

Alberta and Alberta Dressage Association provided sponsorship

videographer Brad Lowrie, Gearhead Media, to provide live feed

to the teams.

and chat functions to integrate all the participants. Feedback for
this event was exceptional and positive. We look forward to oﬀer-

wild rose Competitions

ing this type of online participation again.
The Wild Rose Competition program is aimed at invigorating and
encouraging the grassroots level of competition in Alberta. Our

At EC national meetings, a formal presentation was made on this

intent with this program is to keep the costs at a minimum for both

event, which was very well received. It has encouraged others to

competitors and show organizers. Although sanctioning is not

move towards online training opportunities within the EC/NCCP

mandatory, it ensures athletes are being judged on an even

Coaching program.

playing field, using accredited oﬃcials, the Wild Rose Rulebook,
and safe patterns.

In 2015, the AEF received 44 show applications in total, however
six were cancelled leaving a total of 38 sanctioned shows. This is a
slight decrease from 2014 where we sanctioned a total of 43 shows.

officials Clinics
The AEF hosted a Hunter Judges Clinic in conjunction with Equine
Canada April 4, 2015 at Rocky Mountain Show Jumping. Caroline
Jones, EC Senior Hunter/Equitation Judge was the clinician for this
one-day clinic. Nineteen participants attended the clinic; of the
attendees there was a mixture of judges looking to update,
individuals interested in becoming certified, horse enthusiasts
looking to know more about what goes on behind the judges’
booth. The schedule for the day oﬀered a comprehensive overview

2015 ANNUAL REPORT
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the CieC oﬀers national level competition to Alberta’s equestrians.

A member of Alberta’s team reining.
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live outside the box

Live Outside the Box is one of AEF’s youth programs promoting
healthy and active living for youth between 7 to 15 years of age,
through the world of equestrian activities.

In 2015, McNiven Ranch Supply Ltd (Muck Boots Canada) increased
their sponsorship providing Muck Boots; AEF is now able to award
one lucky buckaroo a pair of Muck Boots of their choice on a
monthly basis during the period of this program.

Highest Number of Hours of Horse Time
1st – Raina Irons age 15
2nd – Sienna Gullickson age 13
3rd – Tyne Alliban age 8

Lowest Number of Hours of Screen Time
1st – Emma Busson age 11
2nd – Megan Gubbins age 12
3rd – Kate Gubbins age 12

Highest Number of Hours of Outdoor Activities
1st – Teagan Brink age 10
2nd – Zoey Losey age 11
3rd – Zephyrin Losey age 9

2015 Monthly Muck Boot Winners
Orla Briggs
Charlotte Holloway
Nessa Ingram
Sierra Patterson
Raegan Wasilka
Nikolai Zayika

2015 ANNUAL REPORT
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live outside the box participants showing some of the many ways to increase
hours.

live outside the box participant.
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educational scholarship

pump up Your levels

The AEF awards scholarships to candidates who wish to pursue

Oﬀered in partnership with Capri Insurance, the Pump Up Your

educational opportunities in equine or equine-related programs at

Levels Incentive Program is oﬀered to the instructor/coach ($500)

post-secondary institutions.

and the facility/stable ($1,000) with the highest number of
completed rider tests within the English and Western Learn to Ride
Programs combined.

Scholarships are funded in part by the purchase of AEF pins and by
generous member donations.

The AEF was pleased to award the Pump Up Your Levels Certified
In 2015, three scholarships were awarded to Laura Craig, Cayley

Instructors/Coaches Incentive to Rebecca Munoz and the

Peltzer, and Cassidy Barnert.

Facility/Stable incentive to Whitemud Equine Learning Centre.

bill desbarres industry scholarship
The AEF Bill desBarres Industry Scholarship was created in honour
of Bill desBarres, Honourary Life Member, past director of the AEF,
and a selfless volunteer within the horse industry for over 35 years.
This annual $500 scholarship was matched by Bill desBarres
generosity and was awarded to Brittany Kuhn.

Charlene baker western rider bursary – samantha
humphreys
In recognition of Charlene Baker’s work and dedication to the
Equine Canada Western rider and Equine Canada Western coaching
programs in Alberta, the AEF provides an annual $500 scholarship
to the western rider who achieved the highest average score of the
level 4 test in the Western Learn to Ride program.

sonja burton english rider bursary – kim holt
The AEF is pleased to present this bursary in Sonja Burton’s memory,
for her dedication, passion and love towards horses and equestrian
sport. This annual $500 scholarship is awarded to the English rider
who has achieved the highest average score of the level 8 test in the
English Learn to Ride program.

2015 ANNUAL REPORT
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scholarship winners in 2015.

the bill desbarres industry scholarship winner.
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enhAnCing eQuestriAn experienCes

wild rose trail ride

trail supporter

The fourth annual AEF Wild Rose Trail Ride fundraiser took place

The Alberta Equestrian Federation Trail Supporter Fund was

on September 5, 2015 at the Red Lodge Guest Ranch in Bowden,

established to provide support for AEF member clubs who

AB. Despite the poor weather forecast and rain in surrounding

have researched and planned a specific project related to the

areas, participants were able to enjoy a lovely ride, rain free.

construction and/or maintenance of an equestrian trail, trailhead,
or horse camping site in Alberta for public use. The fund over the

The AEF partnered with Capri Insurance to oﬀer this year’s

past few years has totaled more than $25,000, allocated by the

fundraising initiative for three therapeutic riding groups. The

AEF board of directors, and increased annually by individual

beneficiaries of the 2015 Wild Rose Trail Ride were: Little Bits

and corporate contributions.

Therapeutic Riding Association, Peace Area Riding for the Disabled
Society, and Prentice Creek Equestrian Centre. Thanks to the

Applications from clubs, for TSF's are accepted on an annual basis.

generosity of so many in the equine community, the AEF was
able to raise the largest amount to date, $1,300 for each of the

The AEF thanks all donors for their contributions to this program.

three beneficiary associations that work hard assisting mentally,

Visit the AEF website to view the donor wall.

physically and/or emotionally disabled individuals enjoy the
calming and healing power of horses.

ride and drive
This program gives recreational riders, drivers and vaulters an
extra incentive to spend more hours in the saddle or behind the
breeching for practice, exercise, therapy or just plain fun.

By joining the program, participants are awarded at specific
hour-based milestones.

1,000-Hour Milestone
Christian McEachern
Jacelyn Pedersen
Veronica Pedersen
Lisa Peeters

2,000-Hour Milestone
Leanne Martin
Debbie Muirhead-Kolb
Hailey Willow-Harper

2015 ANNUAL REPORT
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upper panther valley wagon trail restoration.

fording the river with a wagon.
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heAlth And well being of eQuines
equine industry Collaborative Meeting

When there is a poor economy, horses may no longer be aﬀordable
and also hard to sell. They are then sent as a last resort to

Alberta’s horse industry is complicated, large and diverse, with

auctions or rescue shelters which in turn become overburdened.

many diﬀering mandates, regulations and authorities. It’s

Yet, rescue shelters are not monitored or regulated and it was

fragmented, with each group often ‘silo-ed up’. This makes it

suggested that maybe they should be. Regulatory agencies, such

a challenge to speak with a unified and strong voice that would

as the Alberta SPCA have legal authority to step in, charge and fine

benefit all of Alberta’s equestrians.

individuals and remove animals, a step that is not lightly taken.
These agencies also provide excellent services in case of accidents
or welfare issues.

The first annual Equine Industry Collaborative Meeting was held on
October 1, 2015 to provide a forum to openly discuss ‘big picture’
topics that can impact every equine owner regardless of aﬃliation.

In the past few years, Alberta has been through a series of

The AEF reached out to a number of experts and leaders to start

emergencies: flood, fires and disease have all had their impact

the conversation.

on the horse industry and welfare of horses.

Often, when horse welfare issues were discussed, ‘doing the right

Biosecurity was an important part of the discussion. Alberta has

thing’ was stated. Representatives from provincial and national

developed excellent biosecurity programs, however, it remains an

organizations gave presentations and spoke about their mandates

urgent issue as horses are transported around the world and old

and key goals, concerns and interests.

and new diseases continue to aﬀect horses.

One glaring problem is the ongoing split between the agricultural

The many environmental disasters of the past few years, especially

or business side and the ‘recreational’ side; that is, people who own

the 2013 flood, showed that the AEF was the go-to organization for

horses primarily for pleasure, rather than professionally, have an

help. Overall, the province has developed emergency services that

emotional and cultural divide between each other. Over the years,

are the envy of the world. However, humans come first for rescue

overproduction of horses, changes in demographics, urbanization

and even then, there is a 72-hour period where people are

and more people with less farm backgrounds becoming horse

expected to cope without water or power. For animals, the owners

owners have impacted attitudes and welfare of horses. There is

are responsible for their care and if the situation is truly diﬃcult,

an economic divide, that is, the majority of horse owners use

‘leave the gate open’ for horses and cattle to survive. During the

discretionary income to enjoy horses (sometimes making a few

flood, the AEF played a vital and important coordinating role in

dollars in prize money from sport or breeding a small number of

assisting horse owners with feed, supplies and shelter through the

horses for sale, for example), don’t often worry about a bottom

many volunteers and donations that came through the AEF. It

line. This is in contrast to those who have invested in horses as a

became obvious that this was a role expected of the AEF.

business to make a profit. Over the years, certain businesses have
become increasingly controversial, for example PMU, horsemeat

As a result of the meeting, the AEF will develop an equine

industries, Calgary Stampede chuck wagon racing and Alberta’s

emergency handbook for all horse owners. In addition, there

feral horse population. Cultural attitudes and urbanization are, in

will be more industry collaboration meetings to continue these

part, the cause for these shifts in perception, but opinions around

very important discussions.

the table suggested that fragmentation of the industry and lack of
support from other sectors have fostered more diﬃculties.
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Aef members care for their horses’ physical and mental well being.

in Alberta,
many horses have jobs important to ranching and farming.
pp
im Chiparific
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finAnCiAl stAteMent
THE ALBERTA EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION SOCIETY

THE ALBERTA EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION SOCIETY

stAteMent of operAtions

stAteMent of finAnCiAl position

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2015

2015

2014

2015

2014

$ 467,623
6,200
3,993
12,156
106,919

$ 411,348
39,742
3,272
13,910
105,595

596,891

573,867

23,674

21,649

Assets
REVENUE

Grants
Memberships
Sport
Trail support
Education
Advertising
Sales
Administration
Other income
Recreation
Casino

$

86,380
692,198
56,636
28,245
47,723
30,035
35,823
39,324
14,829
4,932
44,473

$ 177,570
648,782
17,382
6,096
53,397
22,528
46,799
32,723
21,370
6,306
49,417

1,080,598

1,082,370

CURRENT

Cash
Accounts receivable
Goods & services tax receivable
Prepaid expenses
Short-term investment

CAPITAL ASSETS
EMERGENCY CONTINENCY FUND

140,000
$ 760,565

$ 595,516

EXPENSES

Salaries & employee benefits
Member & director insurance
Education
Advertising & promotion
Oﬃce administration
Sport
Trail support
Rent
Cost of goods sold
Professional fees
Meetings
Recreation
Breeds & industry
Casino

367,224
122,113
48,536
109,777
172,282
49,446
28,245
56,960
27,865
6,552
9,761
5,195
3,013
191

318,351
113,453
50,450
85,937
156,993
11,188
6,097
50,264
36,788
7,411
11,755
5,911
98,984
2,255

1,007,160

955,837

liAbilities
CURRENT

Accounts payable & accrued liabilities $ 19,835
Goods & services tax payable
578
Unearned membership fees
352,017
Deferred contributions
47,885

DEFERRED REVENUES

$

13,525
280,489
24,815

420,315

318,829

47,764

51,721

468,079

370,550

292,486

224,966

$ 760,565

$ 595,516

net Assets
EXCESS BEFORE AMORTIZATION
AMORTIZATION
EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES

2015 ANNUAL REPORT

$

73,438

126,543

5,918

5,710

67,520

$ 120,833

NET ASSETS
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100, 251 Midpark blvd se
Calgary, Ab t2x 1s3
toll free: 1.877.463.6233
phone: 403.253.4411
fax:
403.252.5260

albertaequestrian.com

